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Check if Wi-Fi Access Point is vulnerable! Hack and crack Wifi Router Pin with Wps Wpa Tester Premium Apk Wps Wpa Tester Premium Note: ** Devices without root rights and with Android &gt; = 5.0 (Lollipop) can connect to this app, but can not see the WEP-WPA-WPA2 ** Devices without root permissions and with Android &lt; 5.0
(Lollipop), CAN NOT connect to this app and can not see the WEP-WPA-WPA2 ** Want to know if your access point is vulnerable to the protocol WPS; Wifi Wps Wpa Tester is the application you need! With this app, you can test the connection to the AP with the WPS PIN. PINs are calculated with multiple algorithms: -Zhao -TrendNet -
Dlink -Dlink+1 -Belkin(root) -FTE-xxx-TrendNet -Asus -AroconRealtek -EasyBox Arcadyan -Arris WPS WPA TESTER Premium APK (MOD No Ads) is an application that helps you control your wi-fi connection with a WPS PIN correctly. Table of ContentsSes will wonder if the wireless access point is vulnerable to WPS, so this application
is the one that can answer your questions. You can check your wifi via WPS PIN calculated by some algorithm through the MAC address. WPS WPA TESTER will help you check the status of the wireless network connection through wps protocol is safe or not? If the access point is found to have WPS enabled, you should disable it. The
purpose of the application is to inform users about the vulnerabilities of their own wifi for timely handling. Besides, you can change your wifi password if you realize your wifi is illegally accessed. No need to root the device Most WiFi password control tools on mobile phones always require users to root the device. However, when you use
WPS WPA TESTER, you do not need to use it because it does not require anything. Just install this app on your Android device, then watch the app scan all the surrounding Wi-Fi networks and select the Wi-Fi network to check the password. WPS WPA TESTER is useful when users need to access a social network (for example
facebook), but they can't find a Wi-Fi network. When the app runs successfully, it will display a green lock icon that means the WPS feature on the router is enabled and the user can find the password with a PIN. If the icon is red, this is not possible. WPS WPA TESTER provides multiple connection functions, is it possible to detect if the
access point is WPS enabled and has been compromised? This application helps users quickly discover vulnerabilities in their own wifi security. Simple to a few simple steps, you can quickly scan passwords and get results right away. Share it with multiple people by copying the password (copy the password to the clipboard) and sending
it to a friend, or use it to connect the network to many other devices. The advantage of WPS WPA TESTER is that it performs at a faster rate and has a higher chance of success than other conventional tools. Friendly to application has a simple and user-friendly interface. It is extremely easy to use, anyone can start using it quickly and
easily. Once opened, it will open automatic detection and search for available networks within the range. NotesThis application allows the user to check the PIN and be able to log on, but the user can not see the password without root access. If you have root access, users can see previously stored Wi-Fi passwords, then scan them and
display them on your mobile device screen.24 hours a day, 7 days a week customer supportYes SRL developer always puts prestige at the top. And especially, they're very customer-friendly. They are ready to support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If you have any questions or problems, you can leave a comment or contact them via
phone line and email to get support from their support team. This is a great application for those who want to check if the wireless access point is vulnerable to WPS protocol. Currently, there are many other applications that have the same features, but not all are good and completely free. WPS WPA TESTER is completely free for users
to use, and you can even get enthusiastic help from the support team. About WPS WPA TESTER Premium MOD APKMOD features Why should you use the MOD version? You don't have to pay for a premium version in monthly or annual cycles. All ads have been deleted to increase the user experience, you don't worry about being
disturbed by the ads anymore. Download WPS WPA TESTER Premium APK (MOD No Ads) Using a variety of intelligent algorithms to perform tasks, WPS WPA TESTER's WIFI gives users a high performance at work. This application belongs to developer Sangiorgi Srl, with many useful features, has attracted more than 50 million
downloads. If you want to check the security of your wifi, please download the application via the link below. This application is the ad-free version of WIFI WPS WPA TESTER. If you haven't tried the free version, we recommend that you don't buy this premium version. Do you want to know if the wireless access point is vulnerable to
WPS? Wps Wpa Tester is the application you need! With this app, you can test the connection to a Wi-Fi access point through the WPS PIN. PINs are calculated using various algorithms via a MAC address and there are other PINs included in a local database for multiple access points. wireless access are vulnerable to WPS. If you find
that the access point has WPS enabled, we recommend that you disable it. The purpose of the application is educational to inform customers about the vulnerability of their own Access Point.They have many connection function to this app and you can try bruteforce mode either. The application also discovers whether an access point
with wps enabled is induable (WPS LOCKED). The app allows users with root permissions to see saved Wi-Fi passwords. Some important notes:NOTE : You can test PINs with this app and also It can be logged on, but you can't see the password without root permissions. Use this app only with your own AP to not go against the law.
WHAT NEW - Libraries update - Added new Pins - Seller db update - Minor bug and improvementsApp Info: Application Name : Wps Wpa Tester Premium Package Name: as.wps.wpatester Developer: Alessandro Sangiorgi Apk Md5 :aebf790ee280f3743bf857efc1799 89e Apk Size: 8.2 MB Update in the Play Store :June 16, 2020
Version Name &amp; Code: 4.0.1(135)Requirements: 4.0+ Download Apk More Info From Playstore Wps Wpa Tester Premium is an internet tool application that supports devices running the Android operating system. It is not compatible with some Android devices. So if you decide to buy an app to support the developer, you can try the
free version first. About Wps Wpa Tester Premium What are the advantages of this application? Sure, you've felt anxious about the security of your wifi network. Wps Wpa Tester Premium will help you check the security of your wi-fi network and more. Here are some key features of this application. We provide you with wifi
specificationsEn application allows the user to check the signal strength indicator received (RSSI) due to distance and obstacles. First of all, to make sure that all the wifi around you is displayed, you need to access the tool icon and uncheck the WPS filter. This application will display Wifi parameters such as channel, Mac address,
vendor, and RSSI. RSSI shows that wifi has a wide coverage of a home or only a specific area. Usually, good routers will have a better wi-fi range.Maybe you are interested: GTA 5 for Android and Nova Launcher Prime.If you are at home and feel the wifi is quite weak in some corners, you can use this app to try. If RSSI is more than -60
dBm, the wifi transmitter coverage is pretty good. Currently, the weak network may be due to the provider. If RSSI &lt;-80 dBm, you need to change a stronger wifi transmitter or repeater. Wifi Channel is also one thing you should pay attention to. If you have too much wifi in your channel around you, there may be conflicts that could make
your wi-fi connection unstable. In this case, you will need to change your wifi to another channel. Check wifi securityWps Wpa Tester Premium helps you check for vulnerabilities that appear in your WPS protocol. If you can hack your wifi password with this application, others can also hack your own. Therefore, the app will help you find
ways to increase security. in some cases, this method is also used to hack wifi. However, the developer does not encourage you to use this purpose. What is unsafe Wifi? These are the networks with the green lock icon, which signal that wifi can damage your device. They may have hacked wifi passed through the WPS PIN code. The
application offers a number of options for finding passwords using algorithms such as Zha, TrendNet, Dlink, Dlink, + 1, Belkin, etc. Typically, you can use the Automatically connect to Try all pins option. The app automatically searches for the wifi password. Not all cases are successful. If the application can't find your wifi password, it
shouldn't be subjective. Turn off WPS to ensure maximum security. Review the saved wifi password on the device You've probably come across a case of suddenly forgetting your wifi password when you want to share it with someone, or you just want to use another device to connect to wifi in a familiar place you visited before. Asking is
also a good choice. But there is a quick and easy way to use Wps Wpa Tester Premium. However, this feature only works for rooted devices. To check all wifi passwords, you can visit the Saved passwords icon. At this point, the app will display all the wifi names and passwords so far that your device has ever been connected. Installation
instructionsMeaned about the exceptional features of this application. We bet you were interested in Wps Wpa Tester Premium and we wanted to try it now, right? Follow the instructions below to download and install the premium version of this app for free. Click the download button in this article and download the app's APK file and save
it to your device. Make sure Unknown Sources in Settings is turned on. Open the APK file, tap Install. Wait for the installation process to complete. Now open the app. Accept the application permissions, and then accept the root permissions. Become! You'll be taken to the app's main screen shortly after. OverviewWps Wpa Tester
Premium is a great application that helps you configure wifi properly to increase connection efficiency. The application also allows users to check security as well as find a WPS active wifi. In case of a successful wifi connection, you won't be able to see the wifi pass unless your device has roots. With the Premium version, you'll completely
remove ads, more pins, and additional brute force pin options. Please download the application at the link below! Following!
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